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The introduction of VAT in the UAE
Where are we today?
The representatives of the Member States of the
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) have now all signed
the Unified VAT Agreement for the GCC (“GCC VAT
Treaty”) and each of the six States will draft its own
VAT legislation.
The UAE Government is still planning to introduce
VAT on 1 January 2018. The Federal VAT Law and
the VAT Executive Regulations are currently in the
process of being approved and it is hoped that they
will be enacted and made public in the first half of
this year.
5%, VAT exempt or zero-rate transactions?
The standard VAT rate of 5% has been agreed by all
Member States of the GCC, and will be applied on
goods and services (e.g. food, consulting services,
maintenance works etc.) that are not VAT exempt
or zero-rated. The expected Federal VAT Law will
subject a number of specific transactions to the
zero rate or designate them as exempt from VAT,
meaning VAT will not be accounted for on these
supplies.
VAT is expected to be charged at 0% for the
following supplies:
•
Exports of goods and services to outside the
GCC;
•
International transportation, and related
supplies;
•
Supplies of certain air, sea and land means of
transportation (such as aircrafts and ships);
•
Certain investment grade precious metals;
•
Newly constructed residential properties;
•
Education; and
•
Healthcare.
The following categories of supplies are expected to
be exempt from VAT:
•
Some financial services (specified by the VAT
Executive Regulations);
•
Residential properties;
•
Bare land; and
•
Local passenger transport.
The VAT Law remains subject to discussions and has
not been fully agreed.

VAT recovery right
Any business will be able to recover VAT on
purchases of goods and services, to the extent that
those purchases are used for business purposes,
and subject to certain conditions. The input VAT
deduction adequate for a business depends
ultimately on the activities performed by this
taxable person, and whether those activities allow
VAT recovery on related costs:
•

•

•

Input tax can be fully recovered if it relates
to a taxable supply made (5% or zero-rated
supply).
Input tax may not be recoverable if it relates
to a non-taxable supply made (exempt supply)
or if it is incurred for private purposes (e.g.
personal use of a motor vehicles).
In the event an expense relates to both
taxable and non-taxable supplies made by
a business, it will be expected to apportion
input tax between the taxable and nontaxable supplies. In the first instance,
this should be calculated using the ratio
of recoverable input tax to total input tax
incurred, although there will be the facility to
use other methods where they are agreed
and fair.

Overview of expected
special rules
Based on recent developments, we will
expect the following special rules:
Freezones: The Ministry of Finance will issue
further information on the treatment of
freezones in due course.
Bad debt relief: For businesses that have
charged VAT and paid it to the FTA but the
customer has not paid the supplier there will be
special rules which will enable them to make a
claim for bad debt relief under specific
conditions.
Real estate: The VAT treatment of real
estate will depend on whether a business
makes supplies, including sales or leases,
of commercial properties (standard 5% VAT
rate) or supplies of residential property
(VAT exempt with a zero-rate for the first
sale).
VAT Group: Two or more persons carrying
on a business should potentially be able to
apply for a VAT Group regime and be
treated as a single taxable person for VAT
purposes, under terms and conditions
defined by the VAT Law.
Insurance: General insurance will be
taxable but life insurance will generally be
treated as an exempt financial service.
Finance and Islamic Finance: It is
expected that fee-based financial services
will be taxed but margin-based products are
likely to be exempt. To avoid discrepancies
in VAT treatment between internationally
standard financial products and Islamic
Finance products, the treatment of the
latter is planned to be aligned with the
treatment of similar standard financial
services.
Import of goods: VAT will be payable by a
VAT registered person on goods and services
purchased from abroad, using a reverse
charge mechanism. A non-registered person
will pay VAT on import of any goods from a
place outside the GCC. There will be special
rules for goods destined for transshipment
outside the UAE to another GCC country.

VAT refund
Businesses established and VAT registered within
the UAE may incur recoverable input VAT. The
Federal Government will issue further guidance
in due course regarding the period of time
within which businesses will be reimbursed their
recoverable input tax and regarding specific refund
schemes in special cases. VAT refund requests
received shall be subject to verification checks, with
a particular focus on avoiding fraud.
It is expected that VAT incurred within the UAE
will be refunded to non-resident businesses not
registered or required to register for VAT within the
UAE, which do not perform any supplies within the
UAE. It is not currently anticipated there will be a
tourist refund scheme but this may change in the
future.
Prepare soon: are you compliant?
Any business that is required to be VAT registered
and charge VAT from 1 January 2018 must register
for VAT purposes, in the manner specified by
the Federal Tax Authority, prior to that date. The
Government is intending to open VAT registrations
from the third quarter of 2017 on a voluntary
basis and from the final quarter of 2017 on a
compulsory basis for those that choose not to
register earlier.
In order to determine which businesses must be
VAT registered, a VAT registration threshold shall
apply for all UAE-resident businesses:
•
A business must register for VAT if they make
taxable supplies or imports that exceed the
mandatory registration threshold of AED375,000.
•
A business may choose to register for VAT
voluntarily if their taxable supplies and imports
are less than the mandatory registration
threshold, but exceed the voluntary

•

•

registration threshold of AED187,500.
A person may register voluntarily if their
expenses exceed the voluntary registration
threshold (e.g. start-up businesses with no
turnover).
Exempt supplies and supplies outside the
scope of VAT are not used in calculating the
VAT registration thresholds.

No threshold applies to non-resident businesses
but if they make taxable supplies within the
UAE, they will be required to register for VAT (e.g.
maintenance works on a building located within the
UAE). However, in circumstances where any other
UAE resident business is responsible for accounting
for VAT on that supply (e.g. self-assess VAT under
the reverse charge mechanism), the VAT registration
shall not be required.
Businesses that satisfy certain conditions (such as
being resident in the UAE, being related/associated
parties and at least one business being VAT
registered) will be able to register as a VAT group.
Transitional periods and rules
It is expected that the Federal Government will
issue special rules to cover various situations that
may arise in respect of the introduction of VAT on
1 January 2018 in order to minimize VAT evasion.
Such rules may cover, for example, recurring
supplies or scenarios where a payment is received
by a supplier prior to the introduction of VAT and
goods are delivered after this date, or in the case of
contracts which are silent in respect of VAT.
Help needed?
The Ministry of Finance is organizing awareness
sessions targeted at businesses. The initial
sessions will be VAT general in nature, explaining
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to businesses the rules of the new VAT system and
cover the general application of the new VAT rules.
Then will be organized industry specific sessions.
The sessions will be conducted in Dubai, Sharjah,
Ajman, Fujairah, Ras Al Khaimah, Abu Dhabi and Al
Ain.
Full details of the sessions can be found at the UAE
ministry of Finance Workshops page.
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